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GIFT GUIDE 2021

The Gift that KEEPS ON GIVING
What’s more fun than receiving a Christmas present? Receiving multiple presents throughout the year! Gifting someone a subscription box membership 

means they’ll continue to experience the joy and surprise of your present long after the holidays have passed. All you have to do is find a subscription 

box that suits their interests and awesome products will be delivered right to their door. Here are a few options that are sure to please. 

As presents, these subscription boxes prove it’s fun to think inside the box  By Cindy Brzostowski

BESPOKE POST

Bespoke Post is all about products that make life a little better, from 
men’s grooming supplies to food items to travel gear. While you are 
welcome to buy individual items on their site, they offer a subscription 
box for stylish goods curated around various themes. Bespoke Post 
also gives you the option to swap or skip a box if a selection is not to 
your taste. You can give a single box or else one box to be enjoyed right 
away plus a gift card for boxes to be delivered later. bespokepost.com | 
Single box, $55; box + gift cards available 

BREO BOX

If you know someone who loves playing with the latest gadgets, BREO 
BOX will definitely bring a smile to their face. With a new offering 
curated each season, BREO BOX comes with five to eight cool lifestyle 
tech products and gadgets worth up to $300 altogether. Past boxes have 
included items such as a UV sanitizing wand, light therapy lamp and 
mini-projector. When purchasing BREO BOX as a gift, you can decide 
whether to send one, two, three or four boxes. breobox.com | 
1 box, $159; up to 4 boxes, $589

COCOCLECTIC

For that person who can never get enough chocolate (specifically dark  
chocolate), consider Cococlectic, a monthly chocolate subscription box.  
Boxes feature high-quality, small-batch chocolates made in the U.S., and 
all are vegan and non-GMO. Each delivery brings four full-sized bars, 
each one usually in the range of one to three ounces. Cococlectic doesn’t 
ship in July and August, but subscribers aren’t charged for those months.
cococlectic.com  | Subscription from $43/month

THE BOX BY DR. AVA

Skincare lovers will have fun rummaging through the goods inside The 
Box by Dr. Ava. Unlike other beauty subscription boxes, this one includes 
products handpicked by board-certified dermatologist, Dr. Ava Shamban, 
M.D.—and they’re all full-sized, so no settling for sample sizes. Subscrib-
ers have access to a private Facebook community with answers to their 
skincare questions. This quarterly subscription service can be purchased 

per box or prepaid for a full year. theboxbydrava.com | Subscription, 

$250/quarterly or $850/annually


